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1) INTRODUCTION
NHAZCA S.r.l., spin-off Company of the “Sapienza” Università di Roma, is the promoter of
the MODE TInSAR project in the frame of the ESA (European Space Agency) incubation
platform. MODE TInSAR (MOnitoring DEformation by Terrestrial SAR Interferometry) is a
project specifically devoted to the technical and commercial development of TInSAR
(Mazzanti, 2011) monitoring services. By the technical, financial and commercial support of
ESA and BIC LAZIO, NHAZCA aims at: i) identify new technological solutions for the application of the TInSAR technique to the static and dynamic monitoring of buildings, structures and natural elements; ii) develop new TInSAR based products and services; iii) identify new commercial targets.

2) TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
By the analysis of the TInSAR technique limitations, the following technical improvements
were performed:
i) DATA QUALITY: in order to improve the acuracy of
TInSAR derived displacements, innovative precessing
techniques able to reduce the atmospheric noise have
been developed (e.g. Mazzanti & Brunetti, 2010; Mazzanti et alii 2011a) .
ii) DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS: since TInSAR monitoring implies the collection
of a large number of data, a semi automatic software structure named “MODE” was realized. The platform is able to manage the interferometric data from the collection to the final
visualization and analysis.
iii) DATA INTERPRETATION: in order to
make TInSAR data outputs easy to read and
to be interpreted, NHAZCA developed some
solutions like the LARAMSM (Laser-Radar
Monitoring) algorithm. Such a computational
process allows the rigorous georeferencing
of TInSAR maps over a 3D model of the investigated area, achieved through a TLS
(Terrestrial Laser Scanner) survey.
iv) DATA COLLECTION: NHAZCA designed and the
realized the QUIBTM (Quick Installation Basement).
The QUIBTM is an easy to transport modular basement
allowing the quick and cost-effective installation (about
2 hours) of a TInSAR monitoring platform.
v) DATA DISSEMINATION:
with the collaboration of the
ESRIN department of the European Space Agency (ESA), NHAZCA implemented in the GENESIDEC web-based platform a tool for the world-wide TInSAR data access and sharing .

3) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The reliability of the new technological solutions was tested in several test sites. In what
follows some examples are presented:
i) 24/7 displacement monitoring of the Basilica di Massenzio
(Rome): the activity was performed in the frame of the Line C works
of the Rome underground in the monumental segment. Efficacy of
the MODE Software was tested.
ii) Monitoring of a rock cliff in
Vico del Gargano (Apulia, Italy): by TInSAR and other remote sensing techniques, the priority mapping of the cliff (e.g. a map suggesting areas
where rock fall risk mitigation strategies have to be prioritized) was performed (Mazzanti et alii, 2011b). The
LARAMSM approach was applied thus allowing the TInSAR data georeferencing and the identification of small unstable areas.

iii) Monitoring of the Perarolo di Cadore (Belluno,
northern Italy) landslide: 4 days long survey was performed thus allowing to identify the more unstable sectors of the landslide. The reliability of data was verified
by the comparison with data collected by the other monitoring instrumentations. The QUIBTM platform was tested
for the first time.

iv) dynamic monitoring of buildings and heritages in
Rome: six structures and buildings were investigated by
the IBIS-S (IDS S.p.A.)
Radar IBIS
device such as: a)
Lateran Obelisk; b)
Ponte dell’Industria and
Tripod
the adjacent railway
bridge; c) Basilica di Massenzio; d) Colonna Traiana; e)
Colosseo. The reliability of collected data was proved by
Data and
power cables
the comparison with data achieved by other authors by
different techniques.
Displacement due to the transit of the train

4) NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE TINSAR MARKET ANALYSIS
The main objective of the market analysis was the development of a dedicated business plan for TInSAR related services. The following activities were performed:
i) estimation of the costs related to TInSAR services;
ii) identification of the new branches of monitoring;
iii) identification of national and international possible customers;
iv) evaluation of the economic impact of the new developed
software on the provided services;
v) suggestion of possible applications to the monitoring of heritages in the city of Rome.
Based on these analyses, the PRIMO® service mark was developed. PRIMO® is a prompt
intervention service in emergency conditions, developed and promoted by NHAZCA S.r.l.
and aimed to the analysis and monitoring of geological and structural instabilities by very short time interventions (by 24 hours from the call). In order to
provide the PRIMO® service, NHAZCA makes use
of prestigious commercial partners. PRIMO® is
based on the combined use of last generation techniques such TInSAR and TLS and the
support of highly qualified technicians.

5) CONCLUSIONS
In the frame of the 20 months long MODE TInSAR project, NHAZCA improved the TInSAR
technique from the data quality to the data management and analysis. Now TInSAR services (Terrestrial SAR Interferometry) can be envisaged as a ready solution for several
types of problems ranging from geological to structural instabilities. Furthermore, the
PRIMO® service can be considered as the real final result of the MODE-TInSAR Project.
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